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On the lighter side...
Paddy staggered home
very late after another
evening with his drinking
buddy, Seamus. He took
off his shoes to avoid
waking his wife, Kathleen.
He tiptoed as quietly as
he could toward the
stairs leading to their upstairs bedroom, but misjudged the bottom step.
As he caught himself by
grabbing the banister, his
body swung around and
he landed heavily on his
rump. A whiskey bottle in
each back pocket broke
and made the landing
especially painful.
Managing not to yell,
Paddy sprung up, pulled
down his pants and
looked in the hall mirror
to see that his butt
cheeks were cut and
bleeding. He managed to
quietly find a full
box of Band-Aids and
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began putting a Band-Aid
as best he could on each
place he saw blood.
He then hid the now almost empty Band-Aid
box and shuffled
and stumbled his way to
bed.
In the morning, Paddy
woke up with searing
pain in both his head and
butt and Kathleen staring
at him from across the
room.
She said, 'You were
drunk again last night
weren't you?'
Paddy said, 'Why you say
such a mean thing?'
'Well,' Kathleen said, 'it
could be the open front
door, it could be the broken glass at the bottom
of the stairs, it could be
the drops of blood trailing
through the house, it
could be your bloodshot
eyes, but mostly ....... it's
all those Band-Aids stuck
on the hall mirror.

has been working on a
major remediation project
to a house in Pukehina.
Having started in January
2017 and scheduled for
completion in March 2018,
this house has proven incredibly challenging; foreman Aaron Bond rates it as
one of the most technically complex projects he’s
ever been involved in.
Designers Creative Space
were required to replicate
the design of the existing
house. This was a challenge given the many high
risk design features on the
original house. The damage on the existing house
proved the original details
did not work. Final design
for many details was resolved with Creative
Space on site.

Exis ng House
struction programme significantly. The renovation
has been constructed under a shrink-wrap tent for
the duration of the project;
invaluable for eliminating
weather delays and allowing progress to continu.

Flashing systems included
multiple parts and sequencing of trades. Welded aluminium flashings
were predominantly used
to solve difficult details
Resolving these junctions
has extended the con-

New roof under Shrinkwrap and Scaﬀold “Tent”
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Staff Profiles: Jacob Skewes & Chris Chaplin

tion /show room area and
a large open warehouse.
At the time of writing ten-

Jacob is employed as an
apprentice and has been
with HBS for almost 2 years.

tech (Toi Ohomai) having
previously completed a
pre-trade block course.

Jacob is doing his apprenticeship through BOP Poly-

A people person with a
can-do cheerful disposition, Jacob is a keen traveller and has travelled extensively in his OE, exploring many parts of the
globe with a wish-list of
places yet to visit. He is a
keen snowboarder and
has also recently undertaken some test flights and is
considering taking this new
step toward a private pilots licence.

ancies are still available for
lease.
Located with good street
frontage at the corner of
Paraone Koikoi Dr and
Whango Pl in the Tauriko
Business Estate the resulting building will offer its
owners and future tenancy excellent street appeal
and easy access to major
roading networks.
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Chris joined HBS in October 2017 as an adult apprentice. He is doing his
apprenticeship through
BCITO, differing somewhat
from a polytech apprenticeship by being on the
job learning.
Chris was previously Group
Operations Manager at
Trimax Mowing Systems.
After spending much of his
time at Trimax’ overseas
manufacturing hubs in the
US and the UK, the novelty
of being away from family
and friends so often soon
wore off prompting the
career change.

Chris enjoys attention to
detail and thinking through
and resolving issues on site.
He has recently decided to
depart with his prized, but
fiercely fast, motorbike.

